Abstract. The LHC data analysis software used in order to derive and publish experimental results is an important asset that is necessary to preserve in order to fully exploit the scientific potential of a given measurement. An important use-case is the re-usability of the analysis procedure in the context of new scientific studies such as the reinterpretation of searches for new physics in terms of signal models that not studied in the original publication (RECAST). We present the usage of the graph-based workflow description language yadage to drive the reinterpretation of preserved HEP analyses. The analysis software is preserved using Docker containers, while the workflow structure is preserved using plain JSON documents. This allows the re-execution of complex analysis workflows on modern distributed container orchestration systems and enables a systematic reinterpretation service based on such preserved analysis.
Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [1, 2, 3] during first data-taking period ('Run-1') of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has completed the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM). Besides the continued precision measurements of the Standard Model parameters such as the Higgs boson mass, the search for phenomena predicted by Beyond Standard Model (BSM) theories is a major focus of the LHC collaborations. While there is a large number of plausible BSM scenarios, constraints on both human and computational resources in the collaborations prohibit dedicated data analyses for each proposed extension of the Standard Model. Hence, the collaborations focus on a selection of data analyses targeting complementary final states whose design is guided either by concrete BSM scenarios or so-called "simplified models" [4] acting as proxies for a class of phenomenologically similar theories. No significant excess has been observed thus far in these analyses and typically results are presented as statistical inference results on the parameters of the guiding (simplified) model. These published limits are not easily translatable into constraints on BSM theories that are not well-aligned with the assumptions of the original BSM model. However, often the analyses are still sensitive to such alternative models, even though they were not optimized for them. This provides an opportunity to still derive limits by re-interpreting (or re-casting) the analysis in a two-stage procedure: The appeal of this approach is that it allows a broad survey of possible models by efficiently re-using the limited set of analyses. Notably such a reinterpretation is much less resourceintensive than a dedicated analysis for the new candidate theory: It only requires the relatively light-weight simulation of a new signal, while keeping the resource-intensive analysis procedure design as well as the data and SM background estimates fixed.
As most BSM searches are not unfolded, the above recipe can only be accurately implemented by the LHC collaboration itself as both the detector simulation (using Geant4 [5] ), the analysis pipeline (using the collaboration-specific Event Data Model and analysis software) as well as necessary data inputs are not readily accessible for non-collaboration members. While thirdparty implementations exist for both signal generation (e.g. via Delphes [6] ) and analysis execution via a number of analysis catalogs provided by Rivet [7] and CheckMate [8] , those can only provide approximations that rely on published performance and analysis-specific data, such as reconstruction efficiency tables and resolutions. As analyses adopt complex multivariate event selections or non-standard reconstruction objects, such re-implementations may not be feasible anymore. With the well-structured processes inside of the ATLAS collaboration to generate new signals, the barrier to reinterpretation has been in preserving the analysis pipeline in a reusable way.
Analysis Preservation via Declarative Workflows and Linux Containers

Continuous Software Preservation with Container Images
High energy physics analyses are characterized by their highly distributed development model, where individual processing stages such as event selection and the statistical evaluation are provided by sub-teams within the collaboration mostly without centralized knowledge of how to execute the entire analysis pipeline. The preservation problem thus factorized across into two sub-problems:
(i) preserving software and computing environment for individual processing stages (ii) preserving the workflow logic how to assemble those stages into a coherent analysis pipeline For the former, the recent advances in Linux Container technology from large industry vendors has enabled a realistic framework of capturing the highly diverse code bases used within an analysis -from systematically developed analysis and event processing frameworks to individual one-off shell scripts -in a standardized, archivable, and portable software environment.
A collaboration-wide effort is now underway to provide base container images adhering to the Open Container Initiative (OCI) image specification [9] along two broad paths: on the one hand as "lean containers" providing the base operating system that are then paired with domain specific high-energy physics (HEP) software taken from the global read-only filesystem CVMFS [10] and on the other hand as "standalone" containers that are independent from an external filesystem. These images are then distributed via a container image registry (such as Docker Hub).
With an increased usage of modern hosted version control services (such as GitHub and GitLab) and their integration with continuous integration services, those images then facilitate the continuous software preservation of individual analysis code that are built into analysisspecific (or sub-stage specific) container images -ensuring that preservation happens in a automated manner during the development of the analysis, avoiding the need for post-facto preservation that may be difficult to achieve.
Declarative Container-based Workflows
Once the individual software environment is preserved, the workflow can be conveniently described in the declarative workflow specification yadage. The specification is defined as pure JSON schemas for long-term archivability and native interoperability with the digital library software Invenio [11] that is widely used within HEP. The language, described in more detail in reference [12] , provides a extensible framework for describing arbitrary, run-time dependent directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of individual container workloads. Within that framework, individual processing stages are defined as "packaged activities" (packtivities) parametrized such that they can be executed on variable inputs that are provided as a JSON document (see Figure 2) , while the workflow DAG is modeled as a number of stages that extend a directed acyclic graph by scheduling one or more instances of packtivities (graph nodes) and defining their execution dependencies (graph edges) as soon as all required inputs are known.
Workflow Archival in the CERN Analysis Preservation Portal
Once the software and workflows are preserved within the collaboration they are ready to be archived within the CERN Analysis Preservation Portal [13] (CAP), a in-progress project for the long-term analysis archival led by the CERN Scientific Information Services division. The portal is designed to hold a wide range of data regarding an analysis, including metadata such as a list of contributors, static data assets in the form of e.g. background estimates (that can be re-used for reinterpretation) as well as source code and software environments. The portal, based on the Invenio platform, will provide a web user interface to search and view preserved analyses. Figure 1 . REANA workflow monitor and REANA architecture With analysis software captured as standard OCI containers the workflows archived in CAP can be executed on distributed computing clusters with a variety of container orchestration tools, such as Kubernetes. These can be conveniently set up both on commercial cloud providers or using private clouds managed by OpenStack such as the CERN OpenStack Installation. In order to facilitate the execution of the workflows stored in the CERN Analysis Preservation Portal, a dedicated workflows-as-a-service platform REANA is being developed as a collaboration between CERN, DASPOS [14] and DIANA-HEP [15] , offering collaboration members an easy entry-point to re-execute preserved analysis without managing a container cluster on their own. The platform will handle e.g. access control, storage (e.g. CephFS, EOS), CVMFS access (if needed), monitoring and logging based on industry and community standards. An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 1 . 
Distributed Workflow Execution using modern Container Orchestration Engines
RECAST -leveraging preserved workflows for reinterpretation
Based on CAP as an analysis archive and REANA as an analysis execution engine, the collaboration-internal reinterpretation service can feasibly be implemented. This additional layer connects physics research questions to the generic but physics-unaware backends provided by CAP and REANA through a reinterpretation-specific interface and tools. Reinterpretations are well-posed scientific questions about BSM models that have statistical inference results as their answers. That basic structure is largely invariant to the specific implementing workflows for signal generation and analysis. Therefore, a web-based interface is being developed to organize both models and inference results of reinterpretations. Reinterpretation requests can be uploaded via both the web interface as well via a command line tool that specifies the details of the reinterpretation such as the analysis to be reinterpreted and input data in the form of a file archive that holds parameterpoint specific information. The specific format of the model input can be chosen between one of several options such as dataset identifiers for pre-generated signals available from collaborationinternal storage or Monte Carlo generation input data such as parameter cards and UFO model descriptions [16] .
Depending on the input provided as well as the targeted analysis, the service then selects suitable implementations through a single workflow stored in CAP or a combination of workflows. The former is suitable if the input format is a pre-generated signal such that the analysis can be run directly on the new input, while the latter is chosen for the case where the analysis inputs need to be generated on the fly. In this case the composability of the workflow engine enables combining independently developed workflows for signal generation steps (different Monte Carlo generators, variable simulation settings) with analysis implementations that may include fully preserved ATLAS analyses but also re-implementations such as Rivet or collaboration internal truth-based analyses. The two main modes are visualized in Figure 3 .
The desired combination can then be submitted to REANA for processing, where the workflow definitions are retrieved from a workflow repository like CAP and upon completion the reinterpretation results such as limits or signal region event yields are transferred back to RECAST. Similarly to the model inputs, results may be produced by the workflows in a variety of ways (text files, JSON documents, ROOT files); RECAST converts those outputs into a standardized format, and presents them on the web interface and the associated command line tools.
Future Developments
Containerized workflows have been used for a number of ATLAS reinterpretations [17, 18] and based on these, the described system is being designed for streamlining the internal reinterpretation efforts of the ATLAS experiment by interfacing with the CERN Analysis Preservation portal. As the collaboration gains more experience with both analysis preservation and reinterpretation, it may be possible to open such a service to the wider high-energy community as envisioned by the RECAST proposal [19, 20] . In such a scheme phenomenologists could then upload reinterpretation requests.
Depending on resource requirements and availability as well as scientific merit, the collaboration may then choose to fulfill such requests by reusing its preserved analysis and publishing the results on archives such as HepData [21] .
